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April 2015 Readership Snapshot
UNI ScholarWorks

Dear University of Northern Iowa,

We are pleased to provide you with a summary of monthly usage information for UNI ScholarWorks. To learn more about usage reports available from Digital Commons, see http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/reference/19/

Electronic Theses and Dissertations

In April 2015, Electronic Theses and Dissertations had 927 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

- An enhanced pulse position modulation (PPM) in ultra-wideband (UWB) systems (52 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/etd/39
- Aquatic strategies and techniques and their benefit on children with autism (44 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/etd/6
- A study of college student attitudes and behaviors related to recycling (35 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/etd/2

Graduate Research Papers

In April 2015, Graduate Research Papers had 276 full-text downloads and 1 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

- Life of chaos, life of hope: Dystopian literature for young adults (36 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/grp/15
- Teacher perceptions of graphic novels (22 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/grp/31
- Harry Potter: A comparison of the characters, themes, setting and plot with the Arthurian legend (20 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/grp/10

Honors Program Theses

In April 2015, Honors Program Theses had 13 full-text downloads and 73 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

- Effects of nanoscale disorder on the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in melt-spun gadolinium and gadolinium iron alloys (3 downloads)
A study in merger induced galaxy evolution through post-starburst systems (2 downloads)

Uncovering morphological variation in light of genetic data within the Ozark minnow, Notropis nubilus (2 downloads)

Notes for the Stalled

In April 2015, Notes for the Stalled had 5 full-text downloads and 48 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Notes for the Stalled, v3n1, June 2010 (3 downloads)
Notes for the Stalled, v7n5, December/January 2015 (1 downloads)
Notes for the Stalled, v2n2, September 2009 (1 downloads)
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